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Introduction 

Laboratory observations have tended to confirm our 
everyday experience that words are not always as easily 
understood in isolation as in the company of other words. 
For example, we can usually decipher a word through 
static in a phone line or through smudges on a billboard 
more readily if there are other words close by that define 
a context in which this “degraded” material is to be under- 
stood (e.g., Becker & Killion 1977; Grosjean 1980; Miller, 
Heise & Lichten 1951; Norris 1984; Tulving & Gold 1963). 
Similarly, we are able to use the meaning of a word we 
know to help reveal the meaning of another we do not 
know. However, it is much less obvious how or ,according 
to some theorists even whether, we use contextual infor- 
mation in the recognition of familiar words during our 
everyday readings and conversations (Forster 1981; Hen- 
derson 1982; Mitchell & Green 1978). 

Psycholinguistic investigations over the years have 

demonstrated that it takes less time to decide that a string 
of letters is a word (i.e., lexical decision) if it is immediately 
preceded by a related word than if the preceding word is 
unrelated (e.g., Meyer, Schvaneveldt & Ruddy 1974). The 
time taken to say a word aloud (i.e., pronunciation or 
naming latency task) is similarly speeded up by a preced- 
ing associate (e.g., Meyer, Schvaneveldt & Ruddy 1975). A 
number of relations between words including identity, 
similar appearance, similar sound, having a similar root, or 
associations based on syntactic and semantic usage have 
been shown to facilitate lexical decision and pronuncia- 
tion latencies. Of major interest for present purposes are 
the findings that point to the importance of semantic 
associations between words in facilitating responses (i.e., 
semantic priming). In most situations the presence of 
semantic association between two words is beneficial to 
task performance (e.g., Meyer et al. 1975; Neely 1977), 
although in some cases the reverse occurs (e.g., Brown 
1981; Blaxton & Neely 1983). 
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While specific details of the proposed mechanisms 
underlying semantic priming effects vary, it is widely held 
that such effects reflect the functional organization of 
semantic memory. In this view, one consequence of 
having “accessed a given lexical entry is an automatic 
spread of activation to highly associated entries in the 
mental lexicon (c.f., Collins & Loftus 1975). Evidence for 
the relative contributions of automatic and attentional 
processes to semantic priming effects is mixed (e.g., h t o s  
1979; de Groot 1984; Neely 1977; Seidenberg, Waters, 
Sanders & Langer 1984). This inconsistency of findings 
stems, in part, from the fact that the experimental effects 
used to support particular hypotheses about lexical access 
are not independent of the task manipulations. For 
example, under similar conditions, larger priming (facili- 
tatory and inhibitory) effects are found during lexical 
decision than naming tasks, although only naming tasks 
show mediated priming ‘(e.g., Balota & Lorch 1986; Lorch, 
Balota & Stamm 1986; West & Stanovich 1982). For some 
researchers, this result has led to continued re-evaluation 
of procedures for inferring lexical access or activation and 
inhibition (e.g. Lorch et al. 1986), whereas for others it has 
formed the basis for the argument that only naming tasks 
can provide a “pure” estimate of access (Balota & Chum- 
bley 1984; Seidenberg et al. 1984). There are still others 
for whom such discrepancies call for other approaches to 
the issue (e.g. Swinney 1981; Schustack, Ehrlich & Rayner 
1987; Kutas & Van Petten, in press). 

Psychophysiological methods have recently been 
applied to the analysis of language mechanisms, in par- 
ticular the measurement of brain electrical activity that is 
time-locked to the underlying processing events of inter- 
est. Specific patterns of brain wave activity have been 
identified in the scalp-recorded electroencephalogram 
that are reliable indices of perceptual, cognitive, and 
linguistic events (for reviews see Donchin et al. 1986; 
Hillyard and Picton 1987). These “event-related potentials” 
(ERPs) consist of a series of positive and negative voltage 
deflections (components) that represent the synchronous 
activities of neuronal populations engaged in information 
processing. Under appropriate experimental conditions, 
ERP data can be useful for demarcating the timing and 
order of hypothesized processing operations and for 
distinguishing among serial, parallel and hierarchical 
forms of analysis (Coles et al. 1985; Hillyard and Hansen 
1986; Narter and Aine 1984). Moreover, ERP recordings 
can yield a record of covert aspects of cognitive and 
linguistic processing that may or may not lead to overt 
behavioral responses and may not even reach the level of 
conscious awareness. Of course, before using an ERP 
measure (or other physiological index) to test among 
alternative explanations of a phenomenon such as seman- 
tic priming, it is necessary to demonstrate that the .ERP in 
question is reliably influenced by at least some of the 
factors previously shown to be effective in manipulating 
the cognitive process under study. 

ERP studies of sentence and word processing over the 

past ten years have demonstrated that a negative compo- 
nent (N400) appearing between 250 and 600 msec follow- 
ing stimulus onset (typically peaking between 350 and 450 
msec) is sensitive to many of the same experimental 
manipulations that affect the speed of lexical access (for 
reviews see Picton & Stuss 1984; Rugg, Kok, Barrett & 
Fischler 1986; Kutas & Van Petten, in press). All other 
things being constant, the amplitude of the N400 wave 
reflects the degree of semantic association between con- 
tent or open-class words in sentences (e.g., Fischler, 
Bloom, Childers, Roucos & Perry 1983; Fischler, Childers, 
Achariyapaopan & Perry 1985; Kutas & Hillyard 1984; 
Kutas, Lindamood & Hillyard 1984). In particular, the N400 
component is reduced to the extent that the eliciting word 
is semantically related to the context provided by the 
preceding items in the sentence. 

The majority of studies with the N400 have focussed 
on words presented in sentence contexts (e.g., Kutas, Van 
Petten & Besson 1988). However, insofar as ERPs have 
been recorded during some of the more common behav- 
ioral single word or word pair priming paradigms such as 
lexical decision (Bentin, McCarthy & Wood, 1985; 
Holcomb 1986, in press) and category membership judge- 
ment tasks (Boddy 1981; Boddy & Weinberg, 1981; Polich, 
Vanasse & Donchin 1981; Harbin, Marsh & Harvey 1984; 
Boddy 1986; Neville, Kutas, Chesney & Schmidt 19861, late 
negativities similar to sentential N400s have been ob- 
served. Under such circumstances, the largest N400s have 
been seen following unprimed or out-of-category words 
and “pseudowords” (that is, orthographically legal, pro- 
nounceable nonwords). The same words that would be as- 
sociated with reduced reaction times in a lexical decision 
task are the ones that are associated with the smallest N400 
components. 

In previous studies, these non-sentential N400s were 
elicited together with an overlapping late positive (P300) 
component, since the tasks in which they were recorded 
required a binary decision concerning the lexical status or 
semantic content of the word. This type of experimental 
design leads to a basic confound in interpreting the ERP 
differences between semantically primed and unprimed 
words; it is not clear to what extent such waveform differ- 
ences are actually due to variations in N400 amplitude as 
opposed to shifts in latency of the P300 component asso- 
ciated with decision speed (e.g., Bentin et al. 19851.More- 
over, the presence of an overlapping P300 wave has made 
it difficult to determine the scalp distribution of the N400 
component, which has generally been reported to be more 
frontal in these word pair paradigms than in sentence 
situations (e.g., Boddy 1986). 

In the present experiment, we utilized a word pair task 
in which the required decision was delayed well beyond 
the second word of a pair in order to avsid any ovedap 
between ERP indices of semantic association and the more 
general decision-related responses such as the P300. 
Subjects were presented with pairs of words and in- 
structed to read them so that they could decide whether 
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a probe letter presented subsequent to each pair had been 
in either or both of the preceding words. The degree of 
semantic relationship between the words in a pair was 
varied systematically; however, subjects were not in- 
formed of this variation because it was extraneous to their 
task. Thus, the main goals of this experiment were to 
determine: (1) whether any aspect of the ERP elicited by 
second words would reflect its semantic association with 
the first word, and (2) whether, as anticipated on the basis 
of previous results from experiments using sentences, this 
ERP effect would be manifested in the N400 component 
of the ERP independently of the P300. Such a result would 
extend the usefulness of the N400 as an index of seman- 
tic priming/expectancy from sentence to word pair con- 
texts. 

Results 

Subject Ratings of Semantic Relatedness/ 
Association 
The subjects’ semantic relationship ratings for the three 
different a priori word pair types (highly related, moder- 
ately related, and unrelated) are presented in Table 1. 
While there was a clear difference between subjects’ 
ratings of the related and unrelated pairs, there was no 
significant difference between their relatedness judgments 
for the highly and moderately related pairs (chi-square < 
1 for first two columns of Table I). 

Letter Search Reaction Times 
Subjects generally took over a second to respond to the 
probe letter, but showed a reduction in reaction time 
across the experimental halves [first half 1427 f398 msec 
versus second half 1248k243 msec, F(1,10)=7.21, pe.0231. 
For both halves of the experiment, subjects responded 
approximately 300 msec faster on letter present (1 182f244 
msec) than on letter absent (1492k353 msec) trials 
[F(1,10)=30.14, p<.OOl]. 

Event-Related Potentials Elicited by Word Pair 
St imul i  
The grand average (n-11) ERPs elicited by the word pairs 
in the delayed letter search task are shown in Figure 1; for 
each recording site, the ERPs associated with the three a 
priori relatedness conditions are superimposed. Across all 
conditions, the initial part of the ERP waveform elicited by 
first word stimuli was characterized by N100, P138, Nl90 
and P246 components. The NlOO component (see midline 
recordings) was relatively small and inconsistent across 
subjects; therefore, no further analyses were conducted. 
The P138 component was largest in amplitude at the pa- 
rietal midline location and showed a slight tendency to 
be larger over the right (3.6% .34 uV) than the left (2.64* 
.33 uV) posterior temporal site. This tendency was unaf- 
fected by subject’s handedness or family history of 
handedness (also see Goodin, Waltz & Aminoff 1985; 
Kutas et al. 1988). 

The P138 component was followed by a small N190 
component that in part overlapped the following P246 
component posteriorly. Following the P246 to the first 
word was a slow negative shift (at midline frontal site) and 
a negative-positive-negative sequence (at central and 
parietal sites). There was no significant main effect of 
relatedness condition for any ERP component elicited by 
the first word in each pair. 

The ERPs to the second words in a pair also were 
characterized by P138 and P220 components, albeit both 
reduced in amplitude relative to those elicited by first 
words. The amplitude of the second word P220 (mean 
area 150-250) did not reflect the nature of the semantic 
association between the words in the pair, although there 
was a tendency for the most highly related pairings to have 
a slightly enhanced positivity in the P220 region, probably 
reflecting the lack of subsequent negativity. 

Following the P220 to the second word, there was a 
noticeable effect of semantic association/relatedness in 
the ERP. While all the word types were associated with a 

Table 1 

A Priori Sentence Category 

HhwY Moderately 
Related Related Unrelated sums 

Subject 1 70.6(.48) 37.N .46) 2.N .03) 110.4 
Relatedness 2 49.5(.34) 28.0( .34) 5.Y .06) 82.9 

4 5.N.04) 5 .4 .06)  13.3( .IS) 24.5 
5 5.5(.04) 2.5( .03) 60.3( .66) 68.3 

Judgement 3 15.q.10) 8.N. 11) 9.5( . lo) 33.9 

Numbers of sentences that were classiaed in each a priori and subject-rating category (out of 320 total). 
Numbers in parentheses show proportion of words receiving each level of subject rating within each 
of the a priori categories. Mean values over all eleven subjects. 
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negative-going potential between 300 and 600 msec post- 
stimulus (the N400 component), its amplitude differed as 
a function of the word’s semantic association with the 
preceding word. Those second words that were most 
highly related to the preceding word were associated with 
a reduced N400 (or equivalently, with a greater positivity) 
relative to those that were preceded by less related or 
wholly unrelated words. Based on previous studies of the 
N400 scalp distribution, we had decided a priori to meas- 
ure its amplitude at those sites where the component is 
typically most evident, namely, midline central to occipi- 
tal sites, and over the right hemisphere; for these five sites 
the mean amplitude measure over the interval 350-450 
msec following the second word onset, relative to a 200 
msec baseline prior to first word onset, showed a main 
effect of semantic relation, F(2,20)=21.5, epsilon = 0.65, 
p<.OOl and a semantic relation by electrode interaction, 
F(8,80)=5.45, epsilon =.37, ~ < . 0 0 1 . ~  Pairwise compari- 
sons among the various relatedness conditions showed 
that the N400 elicited by highly related pairs differed 
significantly from that elicited by moderately related 
(p<.OO1) and unrelated pairs (p<.001); the N400 to mod- 
erately related pairs differed from that to unrelated pairs 
only marginally (p<.067). Examination of the ERPs in 
Figure 1 further demonstrates that the N400 elicited by the 
second words of unrelated pairs was substantially larger 
than those elicited by all first word stimuli. 

ERPs Averaged According to Subjects’ Ratings 
Since all subjects had rated the degree of semantic 
relatedness for each word pair, ERPs could be averaged 
according to each individual’s ratings. The waveforms in 
Figure 2 contrast the ERPs associated with word pairs that 
subjects judged as highly related (rating 1) and those that 
they judged as not very related (ratings 4 and 5). As 
expected, this subject-based sorting of the ERPs yielded 
a significant difference between the N400s elicited by 
highly related and unrelated word pairs [for mean ampli- 
tude 350-450 across the five electrodes F(1,10)=7.63, 
p<.02; condition by electrode interaction F(4,40)=7.95, 
p<.OOlI; this average difference of 1.52 uV, however, was 
somewhat smaller than the comparable N400 difference 
between highly related and unrelated words as defined a 
priori (2.28 UV). 

Possible evidence for a dissociation between a priori 
and subject-based ratings of semantic association can be 
seen by comparing the ERPs elicited by two different a 
priori classes of word pairs to which subjects gave equiva- 
lent ratings. Such a contrast is provided by the waveforms 
in Figure 3, wherein the ERPs elicited by highly related 
word pairs are superimposed on those elicited by the 
average of moderate and unrelated pairings; in each case, 
only those word pairs that subjects had rated as highly 
related (ratings of 1 or 2) were included in the averages. 
Despite the equivalence of subject ratings for these word 
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pairs, the second words designated a priori as moderate 
and unrelated elicited a significantly larger N400 than 
those that were in the highly related category [for mean 
amplitude 350-450 main effect of semantic relation 
F(1,10)=22.84, p<.OOlI (see Table 2). 

Discussion 

The primary aim of this experiment was to determine 
whether there would be a modulation of the amplitude of 
the N400 elicited by the second of a pair of words when 
the semantic relationship or association between them 
was wholly irrelevant to a subject's assigned task. Since the 
task-relevant decision was delayed until 1200 msecs after 
second word presentation and was based on a non-seman- 
tic property of the words (letter search), variations in N400 
amplitude could be observed as a function of semantic 
association unconfounded by any overriding, decision- 
related positivity. Under these conditions, all second 
words elicited a posteriorly-distributed N400 that in- 
creased in amplitude as an inverse function of the degree 
of semantic association with the first word. These results 
suggest the utility of the present paradigm and variants 
thereof for invegigating mechanisms of semantic priming 

and the organization of semantic memory in situations 
wherein the experimenter does not want the subject's 
attention drawn to the semantic processes under study. 

The present findings are in line with previous reports 
that the N400 response is not limited to words in sentences 
but can also be elicited by words in pairs or lists (e.g., 
Bentin et al. 1985; Holcomb 1986). In those studies the 
N400 was identified as a negative-going wave or inflection 
superimposed upon a large positive component (P300). It 
was primarily through its timing and apparent sensitivity 
to semantic relationships that this negativity was identified 
as an N400 component. However, it was still not clear 
whether the N400 wave per se was an index of semantic 
association that was independent of the overlapping P300 
wave. The present results strongly support the view that 
the ERP priming effects observed with lexical decision and 
category judgement tasks were due to changes in the N400 
component rather than to variations in the amplitude and 
latency of a coincident P300 (e.g., Bentin et al. 1985; 
Boddy 1986).3 In addition, these results help explain the 
reported differences in the scalp distribution of the N400 
in previous sentence versus word pair tasks. In particular, 
the central-parietal N400 distribution observed here sug- 
gests that the apparently more frontal distribution of the 
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F- 2: Grand average ERPs (n-11) elicited by word pairs during the delayed letter search task so- according to 
subjects' relatedness ratings. The two waveforms superimposed represent responses to word pairs that the 
as highly related (ratings of 1, solid line) and those that were rated as quite unrelated (ratings of 4 or 5, 
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N400 reported in some of the earlier word pair tasks was 
probably due to overlap with a P300 component, whose 
centro-parietal maximum would tend to cancel the N400 
at these scalp sites (e.g. Boddy 1986). When no such 
overlap between the N400 and P300 components is pres- 
ent, as in the current experiment, the N400 elicited by 
word pairs has the posterior distribution characteristic of 
those recordcd during sentence reading. In fact, both the 
morphology and anterior-posterior scalp distribution of 
our word pair N400 were similar to those elicited by 
content words in sentence contexts in previous studies 
(e.g. Kutas & Hillyard 1983; Kutas et al. 1988X4 

The apparent similarity of the N400 in the word pair 
and sentence contexts raises the interesting possibility that 
semantic priming within sentences is due strictly to the 
presence of lexical associates rather than to the overall 
plausibility or predictability of the words. Fischler et a1.k 
(1983) data showing that the N400 is relatively insensitive 
to the truth or falsity of a statement but instead reflects the 
degree of semantic relationship between the subject and 
the object in a simple proposition are consistent with this 
view. Similarly, we have observed an effect of semantic 
association on the N400 elicited by anomalous words 
(Kutas et al. 1984). On the other hand, it also seems to be 
the case that strong contextual constraints in sentences 
will significantly reduce the N400 to content words (Kutas 

et al. 1988; Van Petten & Kutas, 1987b, submitted). Thus, 
both contextual constraints and semantic association seem 
to be reflected in N400 amplitude measures. Several 
behavioral researchers are strong advocates of the position 
that all sentence priming effects can be accounted for in 
terms of lexical associations between the constituent 
words (e.g., Bradley & Forster 1987). The present data 
point to a similarity between the effects of lexical associa- 
tion and sentence context on N400 amplitude and suggest 
that further ERP studies can help specify how these factors 
interact in sentence comprehension. 

The present word-pair ERP data indicate that N400 
amplitude was a sensitive index of incidental semantic 
association in a delayed letter search. In this regard, this 
task is similar to both the lexical decision and naming 
latency tasks, neither of which logically requires lexical ac- 
cess to word meanings (see Henderson 1982). However, 
while it is possible to decide that a letter string constitutes 
a legal word or to pronounce it without contacting its 
semantic representation, for many years the results ob- 
tained with both these tasks were interpreted as reflecting 
lexical access (see Henderson 1982). 

Recently, this view that semantic priming effects are 
necessarily a consequence of lexical access has been 
called into question (e.g., Forster 1979; Seidenberg et al. 
1984). Some impetus for this interpretative shift has come 
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Table 2 

I 
A Priori Categories Subject Ratings I 

Hi@Y Moderately Hi@Y Unrelated 
related related Unrelated related(1) (43) 

Electrode Frontal 
Site Central 

Parietal 

Lant.temp 
Rant.temp 
Lpost.temp 
R.post.temp 

occipital 

-0.50 
0.19 
2.03 
0.29 
0.87 
1.23 
0.95 
1.16 

-1.72 
-1.57 
-0.14 
-1.49 
1.12 
0.89 
-0.31 
0.07 

-1.88 
-2.50 
-1.47 
-2.55 
1.24 
0.77 
-0.68 
-0.75 

-0.90 
0.24 
1.54 

-0.32 
0.79 
0.88 
0.70 
0.72 

-1.97 
-2.13 
-0.82 
-1.97 
1.23 
0.74 

-0.36 
-0.52 

Mean amplitude of N400 to second words (over interval 350-450 msec post stimulus onset) averaged 
according to a priori and subject ratings of semantic association with first words. 

from the finding that the relationship between several 
lexical variables and reaction time varies significantly as a 
function of task (Balota & Lorch 1986; Lupker 1984; Sei- 
denberg et al. 1984; West & Stanovich 1982). This has been 
problematic because major goals for this field of study 
have been to discover the underlying organizational prin- 
ciples of lexical access and semantic memory independ- 
ent of assigned task. On the whole, priming effects 
obtained with the lexical decision task have been sensitive 
to a wider range of variables than have those resulting 
from pronunciation tasks. Moreover, even when a variable 
has been shown to influence latencies in both tasks, its 
effect is typically greater in the lexical decision task. Such 
results have been used to argue that decision processes 
having little to do with lexical access accentuate the 
semantic priming effect on RT in the lexical decision task, 
and that results from this task have questionable value in 
testing hypotheses about ease of lexical access. Propo- 
nents of this latter view contend that the semantic priming 
effect can only be attributed to the lexicon if a pronuncia- 
tion task is used (e.g., Seidenberg et al. 1984). Their as- 
sumption is that postlexical processing is unlikely to 
facilitate the naming response because the subject does 
not have to make a word/nonword decision. However, it 
has been shown that even naming latency measures are in- 
fluenced by task-specific factors unrelated to lexical access 
Balota & Chumbley 1985). Finally, Norris (1986) has 
proposed that context effects can be explained without 
resort to lexical priming. While it would be premature to 
propose that the N400 is a more direct measure of lexical 
access or word recognition, the present ERP paradigm 
provides an electrophysiological probe of semantic asso- 
ciation that is not subject to the decision-related variables 
influencing lexical decision or  naming latency tasks. 

Although there has been considerable overlap in the 

variables that influence behavioral measures of semantic 
priming and those that influence N400 amplitude, the 
present results suggest at least a partial dissociation 
between the mechanisms underlying N400 amplitude 
variation and lexical decision latencies. Both lexical deci- 
sion latencies and N400 amplitudes following target words 
are altered by the presence of related primes. However, 
unlike the N400, the reduction in lexical decision latencies 
does not appear to reflect systematically the degreeof the 
prime-target relationship as measured by word association 
norms (e.g., Koriat 1981). Since our naming latency meas- 
ure yielded a similar graded priming effect with the same 
stimuli, it may be that the N400 measure is more closely 
related to those aspects of lexical processing that affect 
pronunciation latencies as opposed to lexical decision 
times. 

It is noteworthy that the N400 was highly sensitive to 
semantic association even though the subjects were not 
informed of such relationships nor required to analyze 
them. Thus, it appears that reading and “remembering” the 
prime and target for a subsequent letter search are 
sufficient to yield ERP manifestations of semantic priming. 
Given the relatively long SOA between prime and target 
words in the present experiment, we cannot be certain that 
at least some of the N400 effect was not due to subjects’ 
use of a predictive strategy (e.g. Neely 1977; de Groot 
1984). While the most direct test of this hypothesis would 
be to conduct the present experiment with very short 
SOAs, the ERP results of a lexical decision paradigm with 
prime-target pairs indicate that N400-like effects occur 
with SOAs as short as 200 msec (Boddy 1986). However, 
it is also important to note that the ERP effect in the present 
experiment did not appear to be as large as that generally 
obtained for final words in sentence contexts or for 
isolated word pairs when the task required a relatedness 
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judgement (Kutas 1984; Kutas 1985; Kutas & Van Petten, 
in press). On present evidence we can tentatively hy- 
pothesize that there is an automatic component to seman- 
tic priming that is reflected in the N400 elicited in this word 
pair task, but that like behavioral priming effects, N400 am- 
plitude can be modulated by attentional manipulations as 
well (e.g., de Groot 1984; Henik, Friederich & Kellog 1983; 
Kaye & Brown 1985; Neely 1977; Parkin 1979; Smith 1979; 
Smith, Theodor & Franklin 1983; Tweedy & Lapinski 
1977). This ERP measure may be used to probe the auto- 
maticity of contextual influences, a problem that has been 
relatively impervious to investigation. 

The present results do not establish unequivocally 
whether or not subjects were consciously aware of the 
semantic relations between the words while performing 
the delayed letter search task. One aspect of our data, 
however, suggests that even if they were, it was probably 
not a conscious strategy that was reflected in the ERP 
priming effects. If the ERP effects were a consequence of 
subjects’ realizations of the semantic/associative relation 
between words, we would have expected larger ERP 
effects when the data were sorted according to each 
individual’s relatedness ratings. The fact that this was not 
the case is consistent with the view that the mechanisms 
leading to facilitated recognition in a typical priming task 
are not necessarily the same as those engaged during a se- 
mantic rating or categorization task (see Koriat 1981). In 
this regard it is noteworthy that the stimuli in the present 
experiment had been initially classified as related or 
unrelated on the basis of production associations, namely, 
the first word that came to mind after hearing or seeing a 
word. This procedure is different in several respects from 
asking subjects to rate the relation between two words. 
Data for production norms are gathered with an emphasis 
on speed whereas relatedness judgements are done with 
more contemplation. This difference in the speed of 
processing in the two tasks may account for the observed 
differences in the a priori and subjects’ ratings of semantic 
relatedness. 

Another intriguing possibility is that the differential 
results obtained with the association production and rating 
procedures is attributable to the need for speech produc- 
tion. By this line of reasoning, the N400 seems to be a 
better index of the use of the semantic lexicon for 
production than it is for Comprehension. A similar disso- 
ciation has been observed by Milberg and Blumstein in 
investigations of semantic priming in aphasics. Of rele- 
vance here is their finding that Wernicke’s aphasics 
exhibited large semantic priming effects in both auditory 
and visual lexical decison tasks although they were 
incapable of performinga semantic judgment task with the 
same stimuli reliably (Milberg & Blumstein 1981; Blum- 
stein, Milberg & Shrier 1982). 

We have observed a similar dissociation between 
comprehension and priming (in this case indexed by the 
N400 measure) in a subgroup of commissurotomized 
patients (Kutas, Hillyard & Gatzaniga, 1988). In that 

experiment, five commissurotomized individuals were 
presented tasks with sentence fragments that were com- 
pleted by a word flashed to either the left or right visual 
field. After each sentence, the patients were required to 
point manually at a card containing the words “sense” and 
“nonsense”, to reflect their judgment about the congruity 
of the terminal word. All five of the patients were capable 
of performing this sense/nonsense judgment task with 
greater than chance accuracy following words flashed to 
either the right or left hemisphere. In a second task, the 
patients again listened to sentence fragments, this time 
completed by two words flashed simultaneously to the 
right and left visual fields while ERPs were recorded. The 
measure of priming in this task was the comparison of 
ERPs elicited by semantic anomalies versus congruous 
endings. In sharp contrast to the behavioral results, all five 
patients elicited an N400 following semantic anomalies 
flashed to the left hemisphere, but only two showed N400s 
when the anomaly was flashed to the right hemisphere. 
The two patients who produced N400s in response to right 
hemisphere anomalies differed from the others in being 
able to control speech via the right hemisphere. Therefore, 
we hypothesized that there might be different brain or- 
ganizations subserving semantic processing, one that 
leads to semantic priming effects and is necessary for 
speech control, and another that does not underlie prim- 
ing but can be used to comprehend. While this interpre- 
tation awaits further testing, the data do suggest a disso- 
ciation between the semantic processes that lead to N400 
generation (and RT facilitation) and those that are used to 
make semantically based (e.g., sense/nonsense) judg- 
ments. 

Methods 

subjects 
Eleven young adults (seven male, age range 18-24 years 
old) were paid for participating in the experiment. Six of 
the subjects were right-handed and five left-handed ac- 
cording to self-report and the Edinburgh Inventory (Old- 
field 1971). One of the right-handers and four of the left- 
handers had left-handed relatives in their immediate 
family. 

StimUJi 
There were a total of 320 word pairs; of these, 46% were 
classified as highly related semantically, 25% were nioder- 
ately related and the remaining 29% were semantically un- 
related. In most cases, the degree of relation between the 
words was determined from association and category 
norms of word production (Battig & Montague 1969; 
Postman & Keppel 1970). Additional word pairs were 
generated and classified as to semantic association on the 
basis of experimenter judgments and usage by previous 
investigators (e.g., Meyer & Schvaneveldt 1971). These a 
priori semantic classifications were validated in behav- 
ioral studies with two independent groups of subjects. In 
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the first, eleven subjects (different from those in the 
present experiment) were asked to produce an associate 
to each of the 320 words as quickly as possible. For this 
group of subjects, the probability that the second word 
chosen by the experimenter was given as a response to the 
first word was 0.47 for the highly related condition, 0.08 
for the moderately related condition, and 0.00 for the un- 
related condition. 

The presence of semantic priming effects with these 
stimuli was also verified by a second group of subjects in 
a naming task. Sixteen subjects were presented with the 
same 320 word pairs used in the present experiment. All 
aspects of stimulus presentation (e.g., duration and stimu- 
lus onset asychrony) were identical to those in the present 
experiment. However, the subject’s task was to say aloud 
the second word of each pair as quickly as possible. The 
results of this naming latency task showed that the second 
words of highly related word pairs were pronounced 
significantly faster than words that were only moderately 
related (p<.OO1) and these in turn were named signifi- 
cantly faster (p<.008) than words that were semantically 
unrelated (verbal RTs were 555, 575 and 587 msec, 
respectively). 

The second word of each highly related pair averaged 
4.99 letters in length (range 2-11) and had a median 
frequency in the English language of 93. The second word 
of each moderately related pair averaged 5.43 letters in 
length (range 3-12) and had a median frequency in the 
English language of 60. The second word of each unre- 
lated pair averaged 5.64 letters in length and had a median 
frequency of 60. 

Recording system 
EEG activity was recorded from eight scalp electrodes, 
each referred to linked mastoids. Four were placed 
according to the International 10-20 system at frontal (Fz), 
central (Cz), parietal (Pz) and occipital ( 0 2 )  midline 
locations. Symmetrical anterior temporal electrodes were 
placed halfway between F7 and T3 and F8 and T4 sites, 
respectively. Symmetrical posterior temporal electrodes 
were placed lateral (by 30% of the interaural distance) and 
12.5% posterior to the vertex. In addition, eye movements 
were monitored via an electrode placed below the right 
eye and referred to the mastoids for vertical movements 
and blinks, and via a right to left canthal bipolar montage 
for horizontal movements. 

The midline and EOG recordings were amplified with 
Grass 7P122 preamplifiers (system bandpass DC to 35 Hz, 
half-amplitude cutoff,). The EEG from the lateral scalp 
leads were amplified with Grass 7P511 preamplifiers 
modified to have an 8 second time constant (high fre- 
quency half amplitude cutoff=60 Hz). 

Analog-to-digital conversion of the EEG, EOG and 
stimulus trigger codes was performed on-line by com- 
puter. A 1024 msec epoch of EEG beginning 100 msec 
before the onset of each stimulus was analyzed at a 
sampling rate of 250 Hz. In addition, these data were used 

to generate averages of 2048 msec epochs beginning 200 
msec prior to the presentation of the first word in each 
word pair. 

All data were initially analyzed by repeated measures 
ANOVA. The degrees of freedom of each F ratio were 
computed using the Greenhouse-Geisser procedure for 
controlling Type I error in repeated measures designs; the 
correction factor (i.e., epsilon) is reported along with the 
original degrees of freedom. 

Procedure 
Words were displayed in the form of brightened dot 

matrices on a CRT controlled by an Apple I1 microcom- 
puter. All words were exposed for 132 msec and ranged 
in length from one to thirteen letters. Subjects sat approxi- 
mately 33“ from the screen. 

Subjects were tested in one session that lasted be- 
tween two and two and a half hours, while reclining in a 
comfortable chair. Prior to the ERP recordings each subject 
was given a reading test of speed and comprehension, and 
the level I1 pronunciation and spelling subtests of the Wide 
Range Achievement Test as well as a handedness ques- 
tionnaire. These were used to ensure that our subjects 
were not dyslexic. Neither the reading, pronunciation or 
spelling scores correlated with any of our ERP measures 
and will not be discussed further. 

Subjects were presented with a total of 320 word pairs 
each followed by a letter, in four blocks of 80 pairs each. 
The specific order of the four quarters of 80 trials was 
counterbalanced across subjects. For each word pair, 
subjects saw the first word followed 700 msec (onset to 
onset) by the second word. Following the second word 
onset with a delay of 1200 msec, a letter punctuated by a 
question mark was flashed for 250 msec. The subject’s task 
was to depress one key on a keypad if the letter had been 
present in either or both of the words and to depress a 
different key if the letter had not been present in either 
word of the pair. Responses were performed by the first 
and third fingers of the dominant hand. The presentation 
of the next trial was contingent upon a response to the 
previous trial and followed the key depression by 1800 
msec . 

Following the ERP recording session each subject was 
shown all 320 pairs again and asked to rate the degree of 
semantic relatedness or associaton between the pairings 
on a 5-point scale with “1” meaning very highly related 
and “5” indicating not at all related. 

Notes 
1. For example, “lion” primes “stripes” through the mediating 
word “tiger” which is not actually presented. 
2. These results were unaffected by our restricting the N400 
measure to these five electrodes (across all eight electrode sites, 
main effect of semantic relation, F(2,20)=18.69, epsilon = 0.67, 
p<.OO1; semantic relation by electrode interaction, 
F(14,140)=6.38, epsilon = .28, p<.OOl]. 
3. The present data are consistent with previous studies of the 
ERP effects of semantic association within the 250 to 500 msec 
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range except for the report of Polich (1985).Polich compared 
ERPs elicited by the last words in seven-word lists wherein all 
seven words were members of the same semantic category for 
50% of the trials and the last word deviated from the category of 
the first six words for the remaining 50% of the trials. The detailed 
characteristics of the stimuli (e.g., frequency of occurrence in 
English, prototypicality, instance dominance, etc.) were not 
provided. These may be important because, in concept, Polich’s 
experiment is not significantly different from that reported by 
Harbin et al. (19841, who also compared ERP effects of category 
match and mismatch. Presumably there was substantial overlap 
between the stimuli used by Polich and Marsh et al., since both 
studies employed category members from the Battig and Mon- 
tague norms (1969). The Polich and Harbin et al. studies differed 
in 1. list length (seven versus five); 2. stimulus onset asynchrony 
(533 versus 1000 msec); 3. how subject was informed of the final 
word occurrence; 4. probability of semantic association (50% 
versus 15%); 5. task (reading versus button press for match). 
Based on the results of other ERP priming studies that examined 
some of these variables, it is unlikely that either SOA (Boddy 
1986; Kutas 19871, probability of semantic association 
(Holcomb, in press), or task can account for the total lack of an 
N400 mismatch effect in the Polich study. One likely explanation 
is based on two findings concerning the N400: (1) in sentences, 
congruent but relatively unpredictable words are capable of 
eliciting an N400 (Kutas & Hillyard 19841, and (2) repeated 
words yield smaller negativities on second presentation (e.g., 
Halgren &Smith 1987). With regard to the first finding, it would 
be important to know +e strength of association between the 
category name and the seventh member of the category (i.e., 
instance dominance). The congruent lists were the Battig and 
Montague norms. That is, the first word in a seven word list was 
the most frequent instance of a category and each word there- 
after was a less frequent instance. Thus, the seventh word in each 
list was a less typical exemplar than the preceding six items and 
since instance dominance and word frequency are correlated 
(Chumbley 1986; Mervis, Catlin & Rosch 1976), it probably was 
also a less frequent word. Hence these seventh words were rela- 
tively more unexpected and unprimed and would thereby be 
associated with less positivity (i.e., more of an N400) than if the 
seventh word had been a more typical category member or 
frequent word, With regard to the repetition results cited above, 
it would be important to know whether or not the seventh word 
of the incongruent lists had been presented as a member of a 
previous category or had been a member of a previously pre- 
sented category even if the word itself had not been shown. 
Repetition of the incongruent seventh word, either in concept or 
actuality, would tend to reduce the amplitude of the N400 it 
elicited. By this line of reasoning, the larger-than- predicted N400 
to the less typical members of the congruent lists and the smaller- 
than-predicted N400 to the incongruent seventh words may 
account for the equivalent N400s to category matches and 
mismatches in the Polich study. 
4. It is important to note that we are not necessarily arguing that 
all N400s must have a posterior distribution. In fact, we have 
previously reported that the distribution of the N400 appears 
more frontal when words are presented at fast rates (e.g., from 
simultaneous to ten per second) (van Petten & Kutas 1987a; 
Kutas 1987). 
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